Irregular Repeat-Accumulate (IRA) codes, introduced by Jin et al., have a linear-time encoding algorithm and their decoding performance is comparable to that of irregular low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes. Meanwhile the authors have introduced detailedly represented irregular LDPC code ensembles specified with joint degree distributions between variable nodes and check nodes. In this paper, by using density evolution method [7] , [8], we optimize IRA codes specified with joint degree distributions. Resulting codes have higher thresholds than Jin's IRA codes.
Introduction
Irregular repeat accumulate (IRA) [4] codes proposed by Jin et al. [4] can be encoded by accumulators in lineartime in the code length and also can be decoded by lowcomplexity belief propagation (BP) algorithms and have comparable performance with irregular low-density parity check (LDPC)codes [1] . IRA codes can be viewed as a structured irregular LDPC codes.
Roumy et al. optimize IRA codes in [5] by techniques based on Gaussian approximation [8] of density evolution [7] . Roumy's IRA codes have a large fraction of randomly connecting nodes of degree 2 and nodes of degree 100 in their Tanner graphs, which are not suitable for practical communications with code length up to several ten thousands, since it is hard to avoid short cycles in dense graphs.
Meanwhile the authors proposed detailedly represented irregular LDPC codes [6] which specify not only marginal distributions but also a joint distributions, i.e., the fraction of edges connecting variable nodes of degree i and check nodes of degree j is specified. And it is proved the detailedly represented irregular LDPC codes have better decoding performance than that of irregular LDPC codes.
To compensate IRA's inferior performance to irregular LDPC codes, in this paper, we propose IRA codes specified with joint degree distributions between information nodes and check nodes. Using powerful method called density evolution [7] , [8] developed by Richardson and Urbanke, we predict decoding performance of our IRA codes. Finally, we optimize the joint degree distribution and present computer simulation results for our IRA code ensembles with less encoding and decoding complexity than Jin's [4] .
IRA Code Ensembles with Joint Degree Distribution
IRA codes are well represented by Tanner graphs [2] , [4] .
In this paper, we use a Tanner graph and a code defined by the Tanner graph, interchangeably. The Tanner graph G of an IRA code is shown in Fig. 1 . Circles and squares in Fig. 1 stand for variable and check nodes, respectively. Variable nodes of a Tanner graph of an IRA code are classified into the following two kinds of nodes: information nodes and parity nodes. Denote the sets of information, parity and check nodes by V I , V P and C, respectively. Let n and m be the code length and the number of parity checks of the IRA code, respectively. Connection between V P and C is fixed to be connected in a zigzag form. To be precise, let [4] is defined as code ensembles satisfying the following three conditions.
We denote the ensemble by G(n, λ, ρ), and call the two probability vectors λ and ρ marginal degree distributions.
In this paper, we consider IRA codes with controlled connection of edges between information nodes and check nodes, while the edges in the standard IRA code ensembles are not controlled but randomly connected. To control the connection between information nodes and check nodes, we consider an IRA code ensemble such that every code in the ensemble has the fixed fraction of edges connecting to information nodes of degree i and check nodes of degree j at the same time for i = 1, 2, . . . , d I and j = 1, 2, . . . , d C . With a probability vector π := (π(i, j)) i=1,2,...,d I , j=1,2,...,d C , we define an IRA code ensemble G(n, π) as an IRA code ensemble satisfying the following two conditions.
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where E(i, j) is a set of edges connecting information nodes of degree i and check nodes of degree j. We call the probability vector π a joint degree distribution.
For every code of G ∈ G(n, π), G has λ i |E IC | edges connecting to information nodes of degree i and ρ j |E IC | edges connecting to parity nodes of degree j. The number of information nodes and check nodes amount to
ρ j j |E IC |, respectively. The number of parity bits equals to the number of check bits, i.e.,
The last equality implies that R(π) depends only on λ and ρ.
Performance Analysis by Density Evolution
In this section, we investigate decoding performance of IRA codes whose joint degree distributions are specified with π with transmission over AWGN channels. Iterative decoding algorithm used for IRA codes is message-passing algorithm which exchange messages about soft information about whether the corresponding bit is 0 or 1. Without loss of generality, we can assume all-zero code words are sent [7] . And transmission with BPSK modulation which maps a bit 0 (resp. 1) to signal +1 (resp. −1) over AWGN channels is assumed. Messages exchanged at the first iteration round are distributed in Gaussian. Let the density of initial messages of BP decoding be denoted as P σ 0 . With standard deviation σ of AWGN, P σ 0 is given by
In BP decoding, messages are calculated at check nodes and sent back to variable nodes and exchange messages alternately until the number of iteration reaches a fixed number. Density evolution allows us to calculate the density for every iteration round from the density at the previous round of iterative decoding. We define densities of messages in BP decoding, as follows.
• A (i): The density of messages sent from information nodes of degree i to check nodes at the -th round of BP decoding.
• B ( j): The density of messages sent from parity nodes to check nodes of degree j at the -th round of BP decoding.
• C ( j): The density of messages sent from check nodes of degree j to information nodes at the -th round of BP decoding.
The density of messages sent from check nodes of degree j to parity nodes at the -th round of BP decoding.
Update equations for the -th ( =1,2,. . . ) iteration are given as follows.
Bit error probability of decoding results at the -th iteration is given by
where
and R j :=
. Our interest is on the worst channel over which reliable communications are possible with the IRA code ensemble, where we say reliable communications are possible with a code if using the code one can transmit information with arbitrary small error probability with sufficiently large code length. Thus, as an evaluation of IRA code ensembles, we define the threshold value σ * with respect to standard deviation σ of AWGN by
Optimization
In this section, we optimize IRA code ensembles with respect to threshold defined in the previous section. Decoding complexity is proportional to the number of edges, if the number of iterations for BP is fixed. The problem to solve in the optimization is finding the largest threshold of an IRA code ensemble by changing a joint degree distribution π subject to the fixed design rate R and the average check node degree D. Design strategy of IRA code ensembles specified with joint degree distributions involves two steps. At first, we chose λ and ρ randomly and optimize by hill-climbing method subject to the fixed design rate R and the average check node degree D. That is, change λ and ρ to λ and ρ by small step size subject to R and D and evaluate the threshold of G(n, λ , ρ ) if it is higher than that of G(n, λ, ρ) then substitute (λ, ρ) := (λ , ρ ). Hill-climbing method iterates these changing and evaluating steps until no further improvement of thresholds is possible.
Let λ o and ρ o be the resulting degree distributions. In the second step, we find higher threshold by hill-climbing method in a join degree distribution space consisting of π whose marginal degree distributions are λ o and ρ o . Define π * by π
. Therefore, by starting from π * in the space, we can find joint degree distribution with equal or higher threshold than that of G(n, λ o , ρ o ).
Individual Code Construction
In this section, we consider construction of IRA codes from an optimized ensemble G(n, π). Connections between check nodes and parity nodes are fixed as depicted in Fig. 1 . Let us consider construction is done by sampling a graph from G(n, π) randomly. It can be shown that the probability that one edge in a Tanner graph randomly chosen from G(n, π) participates in a small cycle vanishes in the limit of the code length n. For finite code length, however, we have to avoid specific cycles in graphs of IRA codes carefully. We avoid small cycles which consist of variable nodes of small degree, since such cycles often give arise to the error floors [9] . However, over optimization of error floor regions gives arise to degradation of water fall region, since the avoidance of such cycles weaken the randomness of the code and prediction of density evolution is valid only for randomly chosen codes in the code ensembles.
Numerical Results

Optimized Ensemble
To compare our codes with the optimized IRA codes in [4] we choose rate one-half IRA codes specified with joint degree distributions. There listed optimized joint degree distributions π with the maximum variable degrees are 13, 15, and 20. For comparison, we review Jin's IRA codes [4] . The code is specified only by marginal degree distributions λ and ρ with λ 3 = 0.252744, λ 11 = 0.081476, λ 12 = 0.327162, λ 46 = 0.184589, λ 48 = 0.154029, ρ 8 = 1.0, and design rate is 0.50227, threshold in term of SNR is 0.344 [dB]. Our rate one-half IRA codes have slightly better threshold in term of SNR 0.327 [dB] . Encoding and decoding complexity of IRA codes are proportional to average check node degree for fixed code length. Furthermore the maximum variable node degree is preferred to be small because variable nodes with large degree in Tanner graphs tend to contribute to make small cycles which are consider to degrade decoding performance. And more, variable nodes with large degree cause latency in decoding. Our IRA code has much less average check node degree 6.295 and the maximum degree of variable nodes 20, while Jin's IRA code has 8.0 and 48, respectively. Figure 2 shows decoding performance of two IRA codes. We evaluate two codes. One is an IRA codes specified with joint degree distribution with the maximum variable degree 20 in Table 1 , the other is one evaluated in [4] . The code of rate one-half with information block length 10 4 optimized with a joint degree distribution has better coding gain by more than 0.1 [dB] than Jin's counterpart. For short codes, our IRA codes dose not work very well with respect to bit Fig. 2 Comparison between proposed IRA codes (solid curves) of information block length k = 10 3 , 3170, 10 4 , 10 5 , ∞ (by density evolution) and IRA codes (dashed curves) of information block length k = 10 3 , 10 4 , 10 5 in [4] . All codes are of rate one-half. There also listed Shannon limit of rate one-half codes over binary input AWGN channels. Table 1 Optimized three rate one-half IRA code ensembles specified with joint degree distributions for AWGN channels.ā, σ * , (E b /N 0 ) * and σ S L are the average check degree, threshold for standard deviation, threshold in terms of SNR and Shannon limit of the standard deviation of the binary input AWGN channel, where E b is signal energy per information bit and N 0 is a power spectrum density of Gaussian noise. error rate v.s. E b /N 0 performance. The reason may be that, for short code length, our IRA codes have many small cycles in their Tanner graphs, which cause a few tens of error bits in the result of BP decoding. This result does not imply contradiction with the theoretical prediction of density evolution. Density evolution method can not predict performance at error-floor region but water-fall region.
Simulation Results
π(i, j) j = 5 j = 6 design
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a joint degree distribution to IRA code ensembles invented by Jin et al. in [4] . The resulting IRA codes have much lower complexity for both encoding and decoding and better threshold with code length down to 10 4 .
As is often the case with IRA codes, our optimized ensembles also have concentrated check node degree distributions. This might be because of our two-step design strategy which optimize marginal degree distributions at the first step. By optimizing joint degree distributions, we may get more coding gain than optimizing with only marginal degree distributions.
